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Old Norse Translations of Ælfric's De falsis diis and De auguriis in Hauksbók
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The Heimslýsing og Helgifræði section of Hauksbók (Codex AM 544 40) contains
two short pieces which are based on tenth-century Anglo-Saxon homilies. The first of
these, entitled Um þat hvaðan otru hofst, is a translation of Elfric’s De falsis diis. The
second, beginning Hin helgi byskup er heitir Augustinus is partly based on Elfric’s De
auguriis.
Both homilies showcase warnings against faise beliefs, magic, and
superstition,
It has been suggested that the texts were probably not translated
specifically for inclusion into Hauksbók and that the Old Norse versions could be
much older than the manuscript collection in which they are contained: Old Norse
translations of Old English homilies could have been made as early as the late eleventh
century.
My paper does not aim at providing an exhaustive discussion of the two
homilies in Hauksbók; rather, I will focus on selected examples of false beliefs, magic,

and superstition as found in both texts. I will show how the anonymous translator or
translators used -Elfric’s work, and how he carefully changed and adapted his material
for a different audience situated in different cultural circumstances.
Ælfric's source author, Martin of Braga, makes it explicitly clear in his De
correctione rusticorum that the classical gods are devils who assume the likeness of
figures such as Jupiter. Ælfric on the other hand provides them with entirely human
biographies in De falsis diis. While Ælfric states that the devil incited post-diluvian

mankind first to worship the sun, the moon, the stars, and the earth, and then to select

Saturn and his wicked kin as gods, there is no indication that the classical gods are
themselves demons; they are simply wicked human beings. He is careful, however, to
avoid references to the Anglo-Saxon deities in his homily, most likely because he is
aware that this could be a risky topic?
Therefore, he avoids associating the
Scandinavian or Anglo-Saxon gods with the Old English names for the days of the
week. Interestingly enough, this is retained in an abbreviated revision of Ælfric*s
homily by Wulfstan found ir manuscript Bodleian, Hatton 113. This homily, however,
features a gloss in the Worcester ‘tremulous’ hand, which refers to Por unde bornes
deg. The Old Norse version of he homily does not mention vernacular names for the
weekdays either. This, however, is less surprising than in the Old English homily.
The Scandinavian preacher’s audience would most likely have been unaware of those
names, as there was no need to name the weekdays prior to the arrival of Christianity.’
The Norse version of the homily does not condemn the pagan gods by
demonising them either. In fact, as has been pointed out, the Norse translator assumes
a certain degree of responsibility for his pagan past by changing Allfric’s wording
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from stating that Mercurius is Oðon gehaten oðrum naman on Denisc to þann er ver
kollum Oðen.*
In addition to this, as N. M. Robinson has pointed out, Ælfric carefully
distinguishes between the living Christian God, for whom he reserves the word
lifiende, ‘eternally living” and the pagan deities who are not only mortal but false and
therefore can be destroyed. While an Anglo-Saxon audience would most likely have
picked up on the identification of lifiende as ‘eternally living’, the Old Norse translator
did not make the connection and, in fact, omitted all but three instances in which
Ælfric uses the word; none of these instances show an awareness of Ælfrics specific
use of the word.“
Ælfric's homily on auguries survives in full or in part in eight different
manuscripts dating from the early eleventh to the late twelfth century, a fact which
attests to the homily’s popularity. It is included among a collection of Saints’ Lives,
which might seem odd at first sight, but could be explained by the fact that
hagiography often serves for giving examples of perfect Christian living, especially if
used in sermons for public delivery or private reading.’ The homily is based on a
Pseudo-Augustine piece now ascribed to Caesarius of Arles, as Förster has observed.®
The Hauksbók homily is on the whole a much abbreviated version which is only
loosely based on Ælfric's text. There are a number of interesting ways in which the
translator adapted his material for a different cultural and geographic context and for
an audience which was not yet as firmly rooted in Christianity as that of Ælfric. His
listeners could not be expected to have the same extent of theological knowledge that
Ælfric could assume in his audience. The translator therefore leaves out much of
Ælfric's theological discussion in favour of the simpler core message that superstitious
practice is a sin which will lead to damnation unless it is repented and confessed.
One of the key themes is that one must not enquire about the state of one’s own
wellbeing or that of one’s livestock by means of consulting a witch. While this
practice is mentioned only once by #lfric, the Norse version repeats this warning
several times, adding that this is a grave sin which has to be repented and confessed.
In a number of instances, the Norse version is more specific than the Old
English text: Ælfric*s relatively vague mention of offerings made at stones, trees, and
wells, for example, is rendered as a specific example of women offering food to
landvættir under flat stones. No mention is made of trees or wells, but the mention
landvættir indicates an awareness of a specifically Icelandic belief?
Whereas the translator of De falsis diis seems to take a certain degree of
responsibility for his ancestors’ foolish belief in false gods and thus avoids being too
harsh with them, the homilist who adapted De auguriis is more rigorous in his
criticism of superstitious practices than Ælfric. When discussing infanticide, Ælfric
states that some women kill their offspring before or soon after birth in order to hide
their adultery, The Norse version is more specific here: it only mentions the killing of
unborn children and states that both the mother and father of the child — who dies
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unbaptised — will be subject to eternal damnation, unless they repent and go to
confession.

Ælfric leaves out any mention of the child’s father in this context and only

condemns the mother.

On the other hand, the Norse version omits some examples

found in Ælfric,

probably because the translator did not think they were applicable in his own culture.
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While the Norse version of De falsis diis can be called a translation of Ælfric*s
homily, the version of De auguriis is much more of an adaptation of the Old English
homily than a translation. It is heavily abbreviated, leaves out most of the theological
discussion, changes the order of the examples, and adds a completely different ending
which discusses the symbolic meaning of the different parts of Christ’s cross. These
changes make sense if we keep in mind that the homilist had to take into consideration
the different cultural and theologicai situation of his audience.
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